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G4S CANADA
NATIONAL LEADER IN MINING SECURITY
Effectively managing risk in the mining industry is critical to the growth of the Canadian and global 
economy. Success in the industry is dependent on ensuring safe and secure operations in compliance with 
regulatory, environmental and community guidelines. At G4S, we believe that in every security challenge within 
the mining industry, there are opportunities to unlock hidden benefits that can positively impact growth and 
sustainability.

Across the country, we leverage our security expertise and deliver qualified personnel, industry-specific training, 
health and safety programs, technology solutions, and a corporate commitment to sustainable business practices. 
The knowledge derived from providing security to the mining industry in diverse environments around the world 
enables us to achieve the best results for our customers. 

We are proud to be a Canadian company servicing the security needs of Canadian institutions and the Canadian 
public. We work with thousands of clients across the country, and are the employer of choice for security 
professionals in Canada. 

Our track record with the Canadian mining sector is exemplary. We are partnered with industry leaders throughout 
Northern Ontario, providing integrated solutions including security personnel services, mobile patrol, canine 
support, incident investigation and management, and Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Advisor coverage. We 
believe those in the mining industry who take a holistic view of their security and safety environment are better able 
to mitigate risk, ensure compliance and manage their reputation.

Let us help you to see the opportunities that exist in the challenge of securing your world.

www.g4s.ca
1-888-717-4447

solutions@ca.g4s.com
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Security Personnel

G4S has unrivalled experience in delivering 
customized solutions to mining sector clients. Our 
reputation is based on our extensive employee 
screening processes, our sophisticated training 
programs, and our dedication to outstanding 
customer service.

Secure Trax®

Built upon the latest mobile computing technology, 
Secure Trax® uses handheld units to provide 
detailed, reliable incident notification in real time, 
adding value to all areas of a client’s organization. 

As the mining  industry faces increasing challenges, its major players need a secure solutions partner capable of operating in all conditions. Only 
G4S has the expertise to deploy integrated security solutions for remote sites and complex facilities, thus controlling unauthorized access, 

protecting health and safety, and ensuring continued business success.

RISK360™

RISK360™ is a web-based application that 
provides detailed analytics, is flexible and 
configurable, and can be adapted to any 
environment. It helps our clients enhance 
outcomes while mitigating risk.
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As the mining  industry faces increasing challenges, its major players need a secure solutions partner capable of operating in all conditions. Only 
G4S has the expertise to deploy integrated security solutions for remote sites and complex facilities, thus controlling unauthorized access, 

protecting health and safety, and ensuring continued business success.

Video Systems

G4S has the knowledge and expertise needed to 
ensure safety through effective video observation. 
Our systems will monitor your premises 
even when you’re not there, with a range of 
management, analysis and camera options. 

Intrusion Detection & Access Control

Dangerous or restricted areas need to be 
protected against access by unauthorized 
personnel. Our intrusion detection and alarm 
systems will immediately identify any breaches of 
your secure perimeter, with alert protocols suited 
to your requirements. 

Personal Locators

G4S offers a wide range of personal locators, using 
GPS technology to identify, track and monitor 
personnel and equipment, even in remote sites.
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Risk, Compliance and Accreditation Audits

Inadequate security and safety can create serious 
losses, cause liability, drain profits, and damage 
morale.  Risk management for security is an 
itemized process which ensures reasonable and 
cost effective steps are taken to protect you. 

Health, Safety & Environment (HSE)

We at G4S firmly believe that health, safety & 
environment (HSE) is a priority in all operations. 
We are committed to an aggressive HSE program 
to ensure progressive safety performance, zero 
worker injuries, and zero environmental incidents. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

We believe we have a duty to make a positive 
impact worldwide. Initiatives we support include 
improving children’s lives, combating climate 
change, and safeguarding human rights.


